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science and technology (saintek), social humanities (soshum),
and mix of saintek and soshum (campuran). The examinee
could choose a maximum of two departments.

Abstract— Nowadays, educational data can be learned not
only for those in Education but also in Information Technology.
This happened because education and technology can no longer
be separated. Senior high school graduates will take College
Entrance Examination to be admitted to public institutions in
Indonesia. Sometimes, they share their progress, target, and
complain on social media. In this research, we collected data
from Twitter. We explore the data to determine student's
preparation using Exploratory Data Analysis. The results are
positive words in both English and Indonesia, word count, word
cloud, and geographical data plot.
Keywords—College
Entrance
Examination,
Exploratory Data Analysis, Educational Data

Indonesian internet users have reached 196.7 million people
in 2020. The user's number is still growing. The advantage of
using internet are connected people and distance is no longer
an obstacle. The economy is supported by offline and online
store. E-commerce users are still growing. Nowadayas, it is at
trend to use electronic money.
The age of the Examinee is around 18, they belong to a gen
Z. A gen Z is inseparable from social media, such as Instagram,
Twitter, or even Tik Tok. They expressed themselves by
posting on social media. Sometimes, they share their life goals
on social media including their UTBK - SBMPTN goal.

Twitter,

I. INTRODUCTION
College Entrance Examination or sometimes called Ujian
Tulis Berbasis Komputer (UTBK) - Seleksi Bersama Masuk
Perguruan Tinggi Negeri (SBMPTN) in Indonesia will be held
in April 2021. Senior high schools graduate mostly will be
preparing themselves by studying hard. Hoping they will
achieve their goal by being accepted in their chosen university
or institution. Of course, to fulfill their target, they need to
score higher than their competitors.

In this paper, we will collect Twitter data about UTBK –
SBMPTN. We hope that we could catch a glimpse of the
Examinee’s preparation in facing the college entrance
examination.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Indonesia Higher Education
Education System in Indonesia is the fourth largest in the
world. Behind Indonesia, there are the USA, China, and India.
Indonesia also has 270.6 million people with most of the
people are in productive age. Therefore the need for higher
education in Indonesia is inevitable. The challenges of higher
education in Indonesia are quality, skill required, affordability,
and equality [1]. Improving education quality, indirectly affect
human resources capabilities and wealth [2].

UTBK – SBMPTN held at the same time nationally once a
year. Previously, the examinee used 2B pencils and a paper to
do the test. Since 2009, the test makes use of a computer-based
test to do the college entrance examination. The examinee can
choose their test location based on their domicile. However,
they can’t choose their test schedule because it’s been arranged
by the test committee.
A fresh senior high school graduate can participate in the
test for a maximum of 3 years. After that, the opportunity to
join the test is no longer available. There are three test types:

There are two types of higher education in Indonesia.
Private institution in Indonesia around 4.500. Top institution in
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Indonesia also from private institution such as Universitas Bina
Nusantara,
Telkom
University,
and
Universitas
Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta. Public institution in Indonesia
around 122 institutions. Top higher education in Indonesia are
mostly from public institution. Due to the smaller number of
public institution and the lower tuition, students ultimately
choose public institution.

EDA helps maximize data values [11]. EDA differs from
Confirmatory Data Analysis (CDA) although it is too fuzzy.
Minimum of the data used in CDA.
EDA is a data driven discovery that can initiate a research
[12]. EDA could provide an insight that more intuitives. EDA
used in relational data, other data, or social media data.

B. UTBK - SBMPTN
UTBK – SBMPTN held since 2009. The computer-based
test can make the test more effective and efficient. Location of
UTBK – SBMPTN test usually held in Public Institution
building. Each public institution has its UTBK Center to handle
the test. The holding board of the test is the Institution of
University Entrance Exams (Lembaga Tes Masuk Perguruan
Tinggi). The dates of the test happened at the same time and
simultaneously.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, we discussed the methodology used in this
research. The proposed systems of the methodology can be
seen in Fig 1.

C. Previous Research
The use of Information Technology in educational data has
been widely researched. Many methods can be used in
educational data. The data that can be used in research also
varies.
Business Intelligence (BI) can be used to understand
educational data [3]. BI visualize educational data such as
students, grades, research, etc. BI supports the executives to
make decision making.
The behavior of students in the Learning Management
System has been analyzed [4]. Using Exploratory Data
Analysis and Machine Learning Approach. The pattern
resulted in three clusters. The results show a low number of a
student interacting with another students and student
interacting with lecturers.
Maseleno et al using Mathematical Theory of Evidence in
Educational Entrance Examination [6]. This approach is
designed to be sustainable learning to achieve a favorable
outcome. Interactive mobile application as an innovative
design of this approach.
Banica et al developed a model of “Smart Universities”
[7]. Determining how internet-of-things affected educational
institutions. A real-time and limited area are the optimal
technical solution of the conditions.
Distance learning or online learning is a challenge faced by
educational institution because of COVID-19 pandemic.
Habib et al identifying success factors and system's limitation
of the Learning Management System [8]. The research used
mix-methodology.
IT adoption in higher education has been conducted by
john [9]. The functional needs such as learning class, impact,
resistance, and acceptance came into focus. Their acceptance
of the technology is significantly influenced by experience,
compatibility, and advantage of the technology.

Fig. 1. Research Methodology

A. Problem Understanding
In the first step, problem understanding is needed.
Literature review of higher education in Indonesia,
UTBK/SBMPTN, previous research, and EDA conducted in
this step. After problem understanding is done, we can go to
the next step to collect the raw data needed.
B. Collecting UTBK – SBMPTN Data
UTBK-SBMPTN data collected from social media Twitter.
Twitter provide API, and we have our own consumer key,
consumer secret, access key, and access secret. Those key can
be obtained by activating developer account. Before collecting
the raw data, we need to specify the required data. Such as
username, description, location, number of following,
followers, total tweets, time created, retweet count, tweet text,
and hashtags.

D. Exploratory Data Analysis
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) used to understand and
explore the available data. The data explored are values of
data, visualizations, and derived statistics [10]. The expert that
conducts EDA called data analyst.
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The words collected are ‘UTBK’ and ‘SBMPTN’. Because
of the limitation from twitter, the data scraped are just tweets
about a few days ago. Tools used in this step are Jupyter
Notebook, tweepy and pandas. Pandas helps us handle
dataframe. The raw data that has been collected stored in csv
format file.
C. Preprocessing Data
Preprocessing Data in this steps contains : cleaning,
stemming, drop duplicates, and tokenize. Cleaning the data
from numbers, username, simbols, retweets, and hashtags.
Stemming in Indonesian and English because many users use
both of this language. Drop duplicates to ensure no data is
redundant.
Fig. 2. Word Counts

D. Exploratory Data Analysis
EDA or Exploratory Data Analysis conducted after
preprocessing the data. After the data being cleaned, the data
can be explored. Values of the data will be the focused in this
step.

Wordcloud of UTBK-SBMPTN can be seen in Fig. 3. The
larger the size means that the word more appear in tweets.
There are also the smaller size word that represents negative
sentiment such as crying, forget, and rest.

E. Plotting Data
Visualizing or plotting the data can be done in this step.
Word count graphics visualize according to how many the
word appears. In word cloud we can see the word according to
the size and numbers of word appears. Visualizing in
geographical of the locations tweeted also can be done.
F. Evaluation
The last step of this research is evaluation. Evaluation of
the methodology and the model proposed. Conlusions and
further research is discussed in this step.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The word counts can be seen in Fig 2. Most of the tweets
are in English. A few words in Indonesian are lolos, snmptn,
terima, and semangat. Most of the Indonesian words are
positive sentiments that reflect their hope to be accepted in the
test.
The words in english also mostly positive sentiment. There
are good, luck, fighting, hope, want, take, study, and well. No
negative sentiment on the word count.

Fig. 3. UTBK-SBMPTN Wordcloud

The most retweeted thread on twitter is about students
preparation to face the test as seen on Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Retweeted Thread
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No

Rumors about UTBK-SBMPTN shared on twitter is also
popular to retweet. Many users retweed this rumors as seen on
Fig. 5.

Users
Username

Followers

13.

lightaes

10538

14.

yaelahcae

10143

Tweet Locations Participations on Indonesia map can be
seen in Fig. 7. From the map, we can see that the tweet location
from the users are mostly from Java Island and almost none
from Kalimantan.
Fig. 5. UTBK Rumors

And the students need a good laugh about their struggle as
seen on Fig. 6 about quota in UTBK.

Fig. 7. Tweet Locations

V. CONLUSIONS
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is a suitable method to
explore the scraped data from twitter. The data is utilized to
determine the preparation of the students facing UTBKSBMPTN test. Positive words can be seen in word count and
word cloud. However, the tweet locations need more data so
the geographical data could be précised.

Fig. 6. UTBK Rumors

Users that tweets about UTBK-SBMPTN with the largest
number of followers can be seen in Table I. The users who has
over a hundred thousand followers are schfess and
EdukaSystem. They tweet about education in general.
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Table I. Popular Users
No

REFERENCES

Users
Username

Followers

1.

schfess

226063

2.

EdukaSystem

137202

3.

munconvo

64388

4.

ButetMengajar

41053

5.

Quipper_ID

32038

6.

kenshafpf

20751

7.

cuvtein

18197

8.

kampusinfo

14578

9.

k_luv20_06

14496

10.

studyyhard

14217

11.

beepbeepbio

11882

12.

beepbeepbio

11880
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